Homeoprophylaxis: The Vaccine Alternative
Imagine a method of disease prevention that is safe, natural, and causes no tears. Imagine no
preservatives, no chemicals and no side effects. Ideally, this method would also be safe and
gentle, and would serve to exercise and educate your child’s immune system in a logical way
while providing life-long immunity.
Homeoprophylaxis satisfies the process of naturally acquired immunity by providing a tiny
dose of the disease, but without any of the risks. This is done through the use of remedies,
called “nosodes”. James Compron Burnett, a homeopath contemporary to the development of
the smallpox and rabies vaccines, was the first doctor to warn against the dangers of
vaccination and the use of material disease agents to protect against serious diseases. He
believed that vaccination generated a state of disease of its own. Burnett proposed the use of a
homeopathic potency of the disease as a less harmful way to encourage an immune system
response without the introduction of the actual disease material into the blood, and without
the “extras”, such as the heavy metals which are frequently a component of vaccine serum. A
1985 study by a group of naturopathic physicians showed the following results regarding
vaccinated vs. unvaccinated: 11% more vaccinated children developed asthma, 8% more
displayed eczema, 11% more were susceptible to chronic ear infections, 6% more acquired
allergies, and 5% more had behavioral issues.
It is important to know that nosodes and all other remedies do not contain chemicals or other
additives; they simply stimulate general immune system responses to a specific disease. The
number of molecules of the original substance in an average homeopathic remedy is less than
one in Avogadro’s number (1/602200000000000000000000). This is about the same frequency
as we would find of any substance on earth in a handful of dirt. Over time with repeated
dosing, the general immune system triggers the specific immune system to produce antibodies
followed by cell-mediated immunity. All levels of the immune system have been educated
toward a complete immunological response, so future exposures will not result in sickness.
If one has been exposed to a disease, then the process of the disease must go on. Giving a
remedy at this time will help facilitate the process.
The very best protection is a series of remedies at regular intervals which have been chosen as
resonant with that person. This may include both nosodes and others. Individualized in this
manner, the protocol will not be identical for any two family members.
Please contact Beverly 513-489-9777 for information on how the SCIO Resonance Device may
be used to create a series tailored to you or to your child.
A standard one-hour SCIO session costs $110

